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SPECIFICATIONS

Installation Requirements

The drawer microwave oven can be installed in a standard 
or flush inset application. Location of the electrical supply 
within the oven opening may require additional cabinet 
depth. Refer to the chart below.

Finish the edges of the opening. They may be visible when 
the drawer is open.

For flush inset installations, a minimum 1/8" (3) reveal is 
required on the top and sides and 11/16" (18) on the bottom. 
A sales accessory is required to direct air away from the 
unit. Accessories are available through an authorized Wolf 
dealer. For local dealer information, visit the find a show-
room section of our website, wolfappliance.com. To ensure 
consistent reveals, each corner of the opening must be 
exactly 90°.

INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS

BASE SUPPORT

24" Model 125 lbs (57 kg)

30" Model 125 lbs (57 kg)

TRIM OVERLAP 24" MODEL 30" MODEL

Top 5/16" (8) 5/16" (8)

Bottom 1/16" (2) 1/16" (2)

Sides 3/4" (19) 37/8" (98)

Anti-Tip Blocking

To reduce the risk of tipping, the drawer microwave oven 
must be secured in place by anti-tip blocking. The anti-tip 
blocking must be provided by the installer. Dimensions will 
vary with the installation. Refer to the illustration for your 
specific installation on pages 5–6.

When installed to the wall, make sure screws completely 
penetrate dry wall and are secured in wood or metal, so 
blocking is completely stable. When fastening, verify screws 
do not penetrate electrical wiring or plumbing.

The anti-tip blocking prevents serious injury that might result 
from the drawer tipping forward and hot food being spilled.

Electrical

Installation must be electrically grounded in accordance 
with local codes or, in the absence of local codes, with the 
National Electrical Code, ANSI/NFPA 70.

The receptacle should be located in the upper left area of 
the opening. Refer to the illustrations on pages 5–6. The 
receptacle may also be located in an adjacent cabinet within 
reach of the power cord. An access hole must be provided 
through the cabinet for the power cord.

IMPORTANT NOTE: The microwave oven is equipped with a 
power cord with a 3-prong grounding plug. The power cord 
must be plugged into a mating 3-prong grounded outlet. If 
you only have a 2-prong outlet, have a qualified electrician 
install a properly grounded outlet. If you have any questions 
about the grounding or electrical instructions, consult a 
qualified electrician or service technician.

ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS

DRAWER MICROWAVE OVEN

Electrical Supply grounded, 120 VAC, 60 Hz
Service 15 amp dedicated circuit
Receptacle 3-prong grounding-type
Power Cord 4' (1.2 m)

GROUNDING INSTRUCTIONS

This appliance must be grounded. The drawer microwave 
oven is equipped with a cord having a grounding wire with 
a grounding plug. It must be plugged into a wall receptacle 
that is properly installed and grounded in accordance with 
the National Electrical Code and local codes and ordi-
nances. In the event of an electrical short circuit, grounding 
reduces risk of electric shock by providing an escape wire 
for the electric current.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Drawer Microwave Oven

STANDARD INSTALLATION

E

FRONT VIEWSIDE VIEW

22" (559)
OPENING

DEPTH

NOTE: All drawer microwave ovens require the same opening dimensions.
Dashed line represents profile of unit.

 143/4" (375) 
OPENING
HEIGHT

ANTI-TIP BLOCK

W
OPENING WIDTH

TOP VIEW

BASE SUPPORT

STANDARD INSTALLATION

MODEL A

24" Model 221/8" (562)

30" Model 221/8" (562)
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SPECIFICATIONS

Drawer Microwave Oven

FLUSH INSET INSTALLATION

E

W
FLUSH INSET WIDTH

FRONT VIEWSIDE VIEW

FINISHED
CLEATS*

231/4" (591)
FLUSH INSET

DEPTH11/4" (32)

*Will be visible and should be finished to match cabinetry.

NOTE: Dashed line represents profile of unit.

 1515/16" (405) 
FLUSH INSET

HEIGHT

7/16" (11)

3/4" (19)

ANTI-TIP BLOCK

A

TOP VIEW

FLUSH INSET INSTALLATION

MODEL A B

24" Model 243/8" (619) 11/8" (29)

30" Model 303/8" (772) 4" (102)




